Students, do you enjoy teaching?

Athena is NOW HIRING Minicourse Instructors
For the 1992-93 Academic Year

If you:
- Enjoy teaching or public speaking,
- Can explain technical topics clearly and succinctly,
- Have some experience using Athena, and want to learn more about it,
- Are an MIT student -- grad or undergrad, and
- Are available for training, starting on August 10th,

Then we would like to talk with you.

As an Athena minicourse instructor you will:
- Teach minicourses and assist freshmen in the clusters during R/O week,
- Teach 2-4 hours per week each semester,
- Earn money,
- Improve your communication and presentation skills, and
- Increase your knowledge of Athena-supported software.

Prior Teaching Experience is Not Required

To request an application, or more information, please write to training@athena.

The Athena Training Group
is an Equal Opportunity Employer with a weird sense of humor.

MIT = Information Systems

At MicroStrategy, we are defining the market where Business Strategy meets Technology.

We offer a range of outstanding products and services to meet this challenge. Our Strategy System Consultants and Developers create planning systems for Fortune 500 clients in a variety of industries, while our product division provides the advanced decision support CASE tools necessary to build and maintain these applications. In addition, we provide support and training to strategic planners within our client organizations to help them benefit from their new tools.

Using Graphical User Interfaces, Tools, Relational Databases, Spreadsheets, 3rd & 4th Generation Programming Languages, and Simulation Engines, we develop integrated, customized strategy applications such as:

- Executive Information Systems (GUI front-ends to Spreadsheets & Databases)
- Decision Support Systems (Integrating Simulation, Spreadsheet, Database, GUI)
- Dynamic Simulations (Multi-Dimensional System Dynamics Models)
- Financial, Market, & Competitor Analysis Models & Expert Systems

MicroStrategy was founded to meet the growing demand for a more quantitative approach to strategy planning. We are interested in graduates for the following positions:

Strategy System Consultant
Will design, develop, manage, and support Windows 3.0, Macintosh, and Unix based planning systems. Consultants require superior presentation and communication skills, technical background, intellectual breadth & depth, exceptional initiative and organization. Business experience, judgement, and strategic thinking skills are a must.

Strategy System Developers
Will develop Windows 3.0, Macintosh, and Unix based planning systems. Projects will encompass all phases of systems lifecycle including conceptualization, implementation, and product support. Potential system developers should have solid technical background and strategic planning interests.

Product Developers
Will develop and enhance our application generation tools and database/simulation extensions. Requires classical software engineering education and solid programming experience in areas such as C, Macintosh, Unix, DOS, Windows, Object-Oriented Techniques and Inter-Application Communication.

Marketing Professionals
Will develop and maintain relationships with the marketplace and media. Potential marketing managers should have high energy level, creativity, interpersonal skills, organizational skills, technical savvy, ability to prioritize, broad education, commitment and good business sense.

Candidates with Superior Credentials should send a resume, transcripts, standardized test scores (GSS, GMSA, SAT), and any reference letters to:

Ms. Eileen Angeloni
Director of Personnel, MicroStrategy, Incorporated,
One Commerce Center, Wilmington, DE 19801

Principalso
Michael J. Sealy '80 (Course XVI 7 XDU) - President
Thomas P. Szymuski '80 (Course XVII) - VP Technology
Samu K. Rassu '80 (Course VI) - VP Consulting

MicroStrategy Incorporated
One Commerce Center • Wilmington, Delaware 19801
Phone: (302) 427-9800 • Fax: (302) 427-9810
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